Length of joint profile type A = 2610mm

Rail = 2794 mm

grid hight minus 15mm (160)
Length of mid rail = 2794 mm

Length of joint profile type A = 2586 mm

Length of joint profile type A = 2586 mm

Length of mid rail = 2794 mm

Rail = 2794 mm

System T-LINE

Assembly of tile and joint profile with grid height 200 mm

ANo. T-Line 600-04

Scale: 1:2.5 with DIN A3

Subject to alterations

INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS APPLIED FOR
Length of joint profile type A = 2460mm

Grid height minus 15mm (210)

Length of mid rail = 2694mm

Subject to alterations
INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS APPLIED FOR

System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile
with grid height 225mm

TONEALITY® - Clay tile facade
System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile
with grid height 225mm

Length of joint profile type A = 2460mm

Grid height minus 15mm (210)

Length of mid rail = 2694mm

Subject to alterations
INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS APPLIED FOR

System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile
with grid height 225mm

TONEALITY® - Clay tile facade
System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile
with grid height 225mm

Length of joint profile type A = 2460mm

Grid height minus 15mm (210)

Length of mid rail = 2694mm

Subject to alterations
INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS APPLIED FOR

System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile
with grid height 225mm

TONEALITY® - Clay tile facade
System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile
with grid height 225mm
System T-LINE Clay tile facade
Assembly of tile and joint profile with grid height 250mm

No. T-Line 600-06
Scale: 1:2,5 with DIN A3

"TONALITY®" - Clay tile facade
INdUSTRIAL RIGHTS APPLIED FOR 2018-01
System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile with grid height 300mm

ANo. T-Line 600-07
Scale: 1:2,5 with DIN A3

"TONALITY®"-Clay tile facade

Subject to alterations
System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile with grid height 500mm

ANo. T-Line 600-09
Scale: 1:2,5 with DIN A3

"TONALITY®"-Clay tile facade

INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS APPLIED FOR

2018-01
System T-LINE
Assembly of tile and joint profile with grid height 600mm

T-Line 600-10
Scale: 1:2,5 with DIN A3